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Introduction

The Republic of Kiribati [pronounced: Ki-ri-bass]
consists of a group of 32 low lying atolls and reef
islands and one raised coral island, Banaba
(Ocean Island), situated at the interface of Micro-
nesian and Polynesian cultures in Remote Ocea-
nia and part of the Fiji-Tuvalu-Kiribati chain
(Fischer 2013: 28). With 3.5 million km2 of
marine jurisdiction and only 800 km2 of land,
this generally dry equatorial country represents
one of the most isolated and infertile parts of the
world. The name Kiribati is an appropriation of
the colonial name Gilbert Islands, with the local
name for the archipelago being Tungaru and their
inhabitants referred to as I-Tungaru (or I-
Kiribati). Kiribati, also previously known as the
Kingsmill Islands, straddles the equator and
extends over 400 miles north to south. The
112,000-strong island nation of I-Kiribati is
divided administratively into three main groups

of islands (Fig. 1): the Gilbert Islands, currently
the most populated, with half of the nation’s pop-
ulation inhabiting the capital of South Tarawa
alone; the Phoenix Islands (the first UNESCO
World Heritage site in the country in 2010, and
remains the second largest designatedMarine Pro-
tected Area in the world, whc.unesco.org), which
are largely uninhabited; and the Line Islands, sit-
uated on the dateline border, and – similar to the
Phoenix group – were found to be uninhabited by
the first Europeans (the “mystery islands”;
Thomas 2003: 4) (see Fig. 1). The I-Kiribati are
relatively homogenous linguistically and their
language, also known as Gilbertese, is a Microne-
sian tongue with some Polynesian borrowings.
The language is distinct from neighboring Tuvalu
and Marshall Islands, all of which belong to the
Austronesian language family.

Cultural links between Micronesian and Poly-
nesian cultures, especially with Samoa, are strong,
with creation myths referring to ancient back-and-
forth migrations between the two nations
(MacDonald 2001: 3), and a recent migration
from Samoa to Kiribati some 500 years ago,
around fourteenth century CE, often explained as
a “return of Kiribati Islanders” (Kirion and Karaiti
1979: 10). It is believed that the Samoans intro-
duced the use of manaeba (e.g., communal meet-
ing house), initially on the island of Beru,
influencing the development of specific sociocul-
tural norms (Petersen 2009: 216; Fischer 2013:
62–63, after Gheuens 2017). Southern islands of
the Gilbert chain were influenced by the Samoans
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with the northern islands remaining independent
up until their colonization by the south in the
seventeenth century. This led to two centuries of
struggle and resistance by traditional chiefs and
powerful landowners who opposed the new,
southern, sociopolitical system run by the council
of elders.

Early contact with Europeans was usually brief
due to the scarcity of resources that Kiribati could
offer, although Darwin notably visited the
Phoenix islands between 1831 and 1836 to study
the creation of low lying atolls (Onorio 1979: 29).
Longer-term interaction, often initially fractious,
started in the early nineteenth century, with
whalers visiting the islands regularly from the
1830s and initiating early trade in iron hoops and
tobacco in exchange for food and women. In these
early days, I-Kiribati men were often employed
on whaling ships but since the 1860s labor trade
was introduced in Kiribati with “recruitment”
(early on as kidnapping and evolving eventually
to volunteering) to work on plantations in Fiji
(Onorio 1979: 34–37). No archaeological investi-
gations to date have focused on this period
(fourteenth to nineteenth century). Kiribati gained
independence in 1979 after being a British protec-
torate from 1892 and a British colony from 1916.

The archaeology of Kiribati can be written into
a methodological framework of Islands Archaeol-
ogy (e.g., Rainbird 2007), although different
aspects of archaeological and cultural heritage in
these archipelagoes can be studied using diverse

archaeological methods and techniques. A long
history of anthropological research in Micronesia
and Polynesia – going back to the times of first
contact with missionaries, traders, whalers, and
travelers – enabled the development of a
so-called social archaeology (Rainbird 2004).

Because of their small size, limited and fluctu-
ating resources, and relative isolation, low-lying
atolls are often depicted as marginal habitats for
human settlement. While some communities did
not endure (Anderson et al. 2000; Di Piazza and
Pearthree 2001a), remarkable number of atolls
(and other small islands) continued to support
human populations for centuries, indicating a
long history of resilience to environmental vari-
ability. Stratified cultural deposits tend to be con-
centrated where people live today (i.e., on the
larger islets), although later settlements expanded
from the center toward the lagoon, which was
facilitated by land progradation (Thomas 2014;
Weisler 1999, 2001).

Historical Background: Archaeology

Early research on the only raised coral island of
Kiribati – Banaba – confirmed the dating of an
interior village to the late prehistoric or an early
historic period (Lampert 1968, see also Grimble
1989 for other sites and Thomas 1999: 58–62 for a
review). Pioneering archaeological research on
atolls in Kiribati was conducted by Richard

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati, Fig. 1 Left: Map of the location of Republic of Kiribati with three
main archipelagoes. Right: Aerial photo of the North Tarawa atoll and islets. (Photo: AM Kotarba-Morley)
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Shutler who in 1969 visited Tarawa, Abemama,
Butaritari, and Makin and collected a few shell
adzes (Di Piazza 1998). The first archaeological
excavations followed in 1983, undertaken by a
Japanese team (who collaborated with Shutler on
the Caroline Islands in the 1970s) at the Utiroa
Site on Makin, and later on North Tarawa. Oral
traditions from Makin propose that there used to
be settlements located on both sides adjacent to an
island passage that was subsequently filled by
heavy sedimentation and the wave action. Utiroa
was dated (although not without contention) to
1400 BP (Takayama and Takasugi 1985) and
resulted in the discovery of a deeply stratified
cultural deposit of approximately 3.5 m
(Takayama and Takasugi 1987, 1988). Later exca-
vations by the team at the site of Nukantekainga
on North Tarawa were limited in depth, but arti-
facts confirmed parallels with Polynesia espe-
cially through the findings of dog and porpoise
tooth pendants (Takayama et al. 1990). This early
research specifically focused on establishing a
chronology for the first occupation of the atolls
and the establishment of external connections
with other parts of Micronesia and Polynesia.

The French archaeologist, Anne Di Piazza
(1998, 1999a, b), carried out research on Nikunau
in the southern Gilberts, which yielded the earliest
reliably-dated deposits for the initial occupation
of Kiribati. These dates are consistent with some
of the earliest dates in Eastern Micronesia, includ-
ing the Marshall Islands to the north, at about
2000 years B.P.

Since the mid-1990s, ethnographic and
ethnoarchaeological research, supplemented by
archaeological excavations and historical ecolog-
ical data collection, was undertaken by Thomas
on selected atolls in the Gilbert Islands (2001,
2007a, b, 2009). Radiocarbon dates on wood
charcoal derived from swamp taro pit mounds on
North Tarawa showed evidence of human activity
at about 1800 BP. Other radiocarbon dates, some
associated with buried A horizons, suggested
land clearance between the third and seventh
centuries CE.

Using a regional approach to understand island
settlement and abandonment, Di Piazza and
Pearthree (2001a) proposed the concepts of

“mother communities,” “satellites,” and “isolates”
and concluded that resource scarcity and/or isola-
tion resulting in abandonment were likely expla-
nations for those islands that were relatively
inaccessible, small, and/or dry. Some islands
appeared never to have been inhabited, perhaps
because they were too marginal in terms of water
availability or because their fringing reefs pre-
vented effective fishing. “Mother communities”
with high rainfall, such as Tabuaeran (Fanning
Island), once supported relatively large resident
populations supported by a rich agricultural base.
These communities periodically exploited nearby
satellites (e.g., Kiritimati – Christmas Island)
which, despite their drier appearance, were
located within an overnight voyage of a richer
land and offered attractive faunal resources, espe-
cially seabirds and turtles. While the demise of
“mother communities” remains problematic, set-
tlement extinction need not be explained solely in
terms of environmental crunches. The occurrence
of exotic basalt (Di Piazza and Pearthree 2001b,
c), together with the abundance of timber for
canoe building, should serve as a reminder that
populations were capable at any time of migrating
to other archipelagoes.

The “Mystery islands” (Bellwood 1978) of the
Phoenix and Line chains, of Polynesian origin,
have been studied since the 1920s and 1930s,
with archaeological coverage largely limited to
describing surface features (Emory 1934). All of
these low coral islands were uninhabited when
first discovered by Europeans. While building up
local chronologies, archaeologists have more
recently considered the probable causes for the
abandonment of these islands (Anderson 2002;
Anderson et al. 2000).

Historical archaeology in Kiribati has not been
a particularly popular research avenue to date. The
site of the first mission in Kiribati – established on
Abaiang Island in 1857 by Reverend Dr Hiram
Bingham II – is well known, with one of the later
versions of the church in Koinawa (Fig. 2) and a
commemorative marker – often mistaken for his
tomb – remaining fairly well-preserved and
maintained. To our knowledge neither has been
recorded archaeologically.

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati 3



Due to the recent history of archaeological
research in Kiribati, the focus continues to be on
culture history, especially the establishment of
settlement chronologies with maritime, shoreline,
and historical archaeology only recently becom-
ing research objectives, including the documenta-
tion of submerged and half-submergedWorldWar
II features related to the Battle of Tarawa on the
islet of Betio (pronounced: Be-soo) and Battle of
Makin fought on the island of Butaritari. The
mass graves of both soldiers and workers, includ-
ing Japanese, Korean, and Americans, rusting
artillery, ships, tanks, guns, bunkers, and other
relicts are still visible on the island of Betio
where the battle took place (Fig. 3). A number of
groups have been involved in documenting this
cultural heritage and some historians have col-
lected oral memories of the battle (Thomas from
2007). No coherent archaeological research has
been published about World War II relics on Betio
to date.

The atoll of Nikumaroro (Gardner Islands)
has been the focus of attempts at finding the
plane-wreck of the Lockheed L10 Electra that
was piloted by the world-famous aviator, Amelia
Earhart, who disappeared over the Pacific during
her attempt to circumnavigate the globe in July
1937 (King et al. 2004). Survey attempts in the
1940s by Gerald Gallagher, first officer-in-charge
of the Phoenix Islands Settlement Scheme – the
last colonial expansion of the British Empire –
identified a camp, now known as the Seven Site,
and a skeleton with an old sextant amongst a few
other items. These were shipped to Fiji for an
assessment by a colonial doctor, who determined
them to be of a European male, but have since
been lost.

During the 1940s surveys, a photograph –
known as “Bevington Image” – has been taken
revealing, what some interpret, as an object simi-
lar to landing gear from Electra. Significant
research efforts have been expanded to locate the

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati, Fig. 2 Koinawa church on Abaiang in early second decade of 2000
(left) and 2018 (right). Note the deterioration of painted decoration over a short period of time that has been sustained in
the tropical area. (Photos: left – F Thomas; right – AM Kotarba-Morley)
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wreck including almost 30 years of research over
12 expeditions carried out on Nikumaroro by The
Historic Group for Historic Aircraft Recovery
(TIGHAR) as well as a very recent (August
2019) 2-weeks long, multimillion dollars unsuc-
cessful attempt by the Titanic discoverer Robert
Ballard (Cohn 2019). The New York Times
reported that Ballard’s team on Nautilus used
multibeam sonar, and deployed a floating autono-
mous surface vehicle to map shallower areas off
the island’s shore, as well as four aerial drones for
additional inspections of the surrounding reef.
During this search they discovered old, ‘yet
unidentified’, shipwreck two hats in the depths,
debris from an old shipwreck, and even spotted a
soda can, yet they were unable to locate a single
piece of Lockheed Electra that supposedly sunk
there in 1937 (Cohn 2019).

TIGHAR team are now entering a new phase
of research after locating the notes of the Fiji
doctor and having them re-examined by Richard
Jantz, director emeritus of the Forensic Anthro-
pology Center at the University of Tennessee,
who determined that they belonged in fact to a
woman of a statute in 99 percentile probability
similar to that of Earthart. No bones have been
found at the site of a castaway camp since the
1940s however, but researchers hope that new
analyses of 22 soil samples and a female skull
from the Museum in Tarawa collected by the
team of DNA scientists Hiebert and Kimmerle
will shed new light on the possibility of Earthart’s
existence as a survivor on Nikumaroro .

In general, apart from Ballard’s recent search,
to date there have been no serious attempts at
undertaking underwater archaeological

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati, Fig. 3 Top: Archival photos from Battle of Tarawa on the islet of
Betio. (Source: AP Photo). Bottom: remains of military equipment from World War II on the islet of Betio. (Photos: AM
Kotarba-Morley)
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investigations in Kiribati due to the lack of equip-
ment and diving facilities on most of the islands.

Cultural Heritage of Kiribati

The typologization of Cultural Heritage is always
an onerous task, yet one that is of importance to
future generations of researchers setting out to
document the often rapidly vanishing heritage of
small islands and Pacific atolls, Kiribati included.
Local preservation initiatives have shown what is
important to local communities (Thomas and
Teaero 2010), and although not exhaustive the
list below records a number of cases where heri-
tage assets have been perpetually conserved and
maintained by generations of I-Kiribati.

Below we propose a typological scheme that
takes into consideration (Table 1) archaeological,
built and tangible heritage although we do
acknowledge that in the Pacific in general, Kiri-
bati included, people do not usually make a strong
distinction between tangible and intangible cul-
tural heritage, or even cultural and natural heri-
tage. For the purposes of this chapter we omit
intangible aspects of heritage (the “living heri-
tage”), which include traditional knowledge,
tools, and crafts connected with seafaring, ship-
building, ocean fishing, and near-shore trapping,
as well as objects such as hair and shell necklaces,
tattooing implements, shell ornaments, combs,
rope, baskets, and traditional weapons such as
famous porcupine fish helmets, pandanus leaves
back shields and chest-plates, and shark-teeth rit-
ual daggers/swords and wooden clubs. Collected
over 130 years, many of these objects are located
in the museums around the world with the unique
coconut fiber armor found in ‘other parts’ of
Europe 23 museums in the UK, in addition to
those in Europe and Oceania. We also exclude
from this entry food preservation and preparation
technologies as well as oral histories and beliefs,
folklore, and arts including myths and cosmolo-
gies, indigenous epistemologies, performance
arts, especially dancing of which I-Kiribati are
especially proud, as well as the art of tattooing
with its elaborate and unique patterns. While we
recognize that these aspects of heritage are of

great importance to I-Kiribati, these will be
discussed in a separate entry.

Key Issues and Current Debates

Culture is a vital link between past, present, and
future and on Kiribati encompasses both places
and people. However, local residents do not gen-
erally regard landscapes as heritage and remain
ambivalent about preserving places and sites per
se – in a Western sense – rather favoring areas in
which particular traditional activities are prac-
ticed. On the islands, culture is still firmly rooted
in kin and community obligations and therefore
the traditional definition of “cultural heritage” in
Remote Oceania should ideally be expanded to
include traditional forms of knowledge and intan-
gible connection with land, shoreline, and ocean.

I-Kiribati were originally entirely dependent
on their maritime resources which also formed
the basis for their social identity. However, cli-
mate change and other environmental pressures
are taking their toll not only on the population but
also on heritage preservation strategies. Human
adaptations to the environments (although not
without environmental consequences in them-
selves) can be seen all over Kiribati, in the
ubiquity of “transported landscapes (see Table
1).” Throughout Remote Oceania, initial empha-
sis was upon fragile but highly accessible
resources of high food value (protein – especially
shellfish), sometimes to the virtual exclusion of
agriculture, and agricultural activity elsewhere
was probably subordinate to foraging in most
early colonizing phases (for the case of Yap see
Fitzpatrick 2008). It is, however, important to
stress that some resources were more resilient
than others, for example, shellfish compared to
flightless birds. We propose here that the cultural
heritage of Kiribati should include maritime and
coastal cultural landscapes, aquaculture, vernacu-
lar architecture, agroforestry (i.e., transported
landscape), and other forms of traditional

6 Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati



Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati, Table 1

Type Element Notes

Maritime and coastal
cultural landscapes

Cultural and “transported”
landscapes

The “transported” landscapes (Anderson 1952;
Kirch 2017) were a byproduct of colonization
events connected with seafaring migration that
brought cultivable plants and domestic animals, as
well as weeds and commensal animals (such as
rats) to the islands. These transported landscapes
did not – as some would posit – arrive as a single
package, but rather differed significantly across
different geographic and cultural regions.
Agriculture was often focused upon a single crop
of high and rapid carbohydrate production, such as
taro (Fitzpatrick 2008), due to the overabundance
of dietary protein (e.g., shellfish) (Fig. 4, top left).
Giant swamp taro pits are present in most of the
inhabited islands and according to radiocarbon
dates were already excavated by around 1800 BP
(Thomas 2019, personal communication).
Although many of these pits are not maintained
today, they still represent a living part of the
cultural landscapes providing important dietary
supplement if not, on some islands, remaining a
staple.
Local residents do not perceive “landscape” as
“heritage” although they recognize the importance
of the traditional activities that are performed
within the seascape, coastscape, and landscapes,
such as fishing, fish trapping, seafaring, and the
cultivation of various plants and trees (Fig. 4).

Aquaculture These represent a unique type of “land use” in
Kiribati and other Pacific islands, developed as a
part of risk aversion strategies where placing the
larger species of giant clams close to the shoreline
may be considered a risk reduction strategy
(Fig. 5). It represents a unique and ingenious form
of live storage of animal meat and can be seen as
one of the hallmarks of the maritime cultural
landscape of Kiribati.

Agroarboreal production, atoll
agroforestry

In response to the most severe environmental
constraints and greatest population pressures, atoll-
dwellers have created the most intensive
agroforestry in the entire Pacific, with the greatest
relative dominance of trees over non-trees (Latinis
2000). Apart from widespread copra plantations,
other cultivated fruit-trees include papaya, banana
and plantain cultivars, the native fig, or te bero
(Ficus tinctoria), the common fig, or te biku (Ficus
carica), and the lime (Citrus aurantiifolia). More
archaeobotanical studies are needed to establish
the relative presence of these different species in
various periods of the past and to establish the
reliance of people upon their crops.

(continued)
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Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati, Table 1 (continued)

Type Element Notes

Pre-European
archaeological sites

Occupation sites, cultivation
sites, and shell middens

Pre-European archaeological sites have been
documented on Makin (Takayama 1988;
Takayama and Tagasugi 1985, 1987), Abaiang
(Thomas 2014), North Tarawa (Takayama et al.
1990; Thomas 2014), Tamana (Takayama et al.
1989), and Nikunau (Di Piazza 1998, 1999a, b) in
the Gilberts Group (some artifacts with midden
materials, and in other cases, charcoal from giant
swamp taro pit mounds, see Fig. 6) (Thomas
1999).

Ceremonial sites There have been a small number of sites recorded
in the Phoenix Islands mostly associated with
marae or ceremonial sites of Polynesian origin
(Di Piazza and Pearthree 2004) and a study was
conducted in Line Islands on Kiritimati and
Tabuareran (Di Piazza and Pearthree 2001a).

Burials (terrestrial and
submerged)

We believe that no archaeological excavations of
precolonial burials have been carried out thus far
on land. However, according to a UNESCO report
(Guérin et al. 2010: 53), a number of ancient
submerged burial sites have been documented at
Bike in Abemama and Kuma in Butaritari. Bike,
located 4 h away by sailing canoe from Abemama,
is partially inundated and according to legend used
to serve as a cemetery. Additionally, a small mound
enclosed in mangroves with the burial site of a
woman known as Nei Teinaieta said to be located
at sea close to Kuma on the island of Butaritari
(Guérin et al. 2010: 53).

Underwater, coastal and
maritime sites

I-Kiribati, as all Micronesians and Polynesians, are
inextricably connected with the ocean. Numerous
underwater cultural heritage sites are known from
oral histories and legends including, now
submerged, traditional settlements, meeting places,
burial sites, and ancient fish weirs and traps. Some
of the sites are well-known and even documented,
while others remain in the domain of local legends
(Guérin et al. 2010: 53).
One example of such sites is a submerged
mwanaeba identified based on a number of
submerged coral block pillars recorded on Temotu,
one of the villages at the end of Nonouti Island.
Local divers confirmed seeing pillars arranged as
the mwanaeba would be with one of the elders of
the village confirming that the structure would
have once stood on dry land (Guérin et al. 2010:
53).

Colonial and postcolonial
archaeological sites and
structures

Colonial buildings The first permanent traders who established
themselves in the Gilberts were Rendell and
Durant who, in 1846, started coconut oil and turtle
shell manufacture on the northern – wet – island of
Butaritari and then Durant moved south to Makin.
There are no visible remains of any of their trading
posts today. It is important to note that not all
agents were foreigners; a local man Kaiea of
Abaiang was also trading with coconut oil – again

(continued)
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Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati, Table 1 (continued)

Type Element Notes

no archaeological evidence for this trade has been
documented to date.
The mid 1850s followed with the introduction of
Protestant missionaries – some of the buildings and
monuments from this time are still visible
including Bingham’s church on Abaiang. The
maintenance of such colonial architecture in the
tropics is very challenging (see Fig. 2: the photos
from 2014 and 2018) notwithstanding the fact that
studying colonial heritage in Oceania always has to
be set against ongoing struggles over land,
resources, and identity in the region today,
encapsulated by the tension between the global and
the local (Flexner 2014).

WWII remains and sites
(terrestrial, nearshore and
some underwater)

The Islet of Betio was the scene of one of the
largest battles of the Pacific Theatre of World War
II. Fought in November 1943 as part of Operation
Galvanic – the US invasion of the Gilberts – this
battle witnessed nearly 6400 Japanese, Korean,
and American soldiers perish in just 76 h of intense
fighting. The American invasion force consisted of
17 aircraft carriers (6 CVs, 5 CVLs, and 6 CVEs),
12 battleships, 8 heavy cruisers, 4 light cruisers,
66 destroyers, and 36 transport ships and a total of
about 35,000 troops and was the largest yet
assembled in the Pacific.
The sheer quantity of monuments and objects left
behind by both sides and their current location on
beaches of the most densely populated
neighborhood in South Tarawa – Betio – make
conservation and documental efforts very
challenging. Every few years, bodies or a mass
grave are identified somewhere in Betio with the
most recent 22 Marines repatriated on July
17 2019. While there have been some ad hoc
preservation efforts and campaigns by WWII
enthusiasts and army veterans, no large-scale
coordinated documentation and preservation
efforts have been carried out to date.
Operations Galvanic and Kourbash were the code
names for the Gilberts campaign – part of “Gilbert
and Marshall Islands Campaign.” This campaign
included the seizure of Tarawa and Butaritari,
which was known by US forces as Makin Atoll,
and was the site of the Battle of Makin fought from
20 to 23 November 1943 (CMH 1990).
A total of six shipwrecks are known to be located in
the waters of Kiribati, including a US escort carrier,
Liscome Bay on Butaritari and two Japanese
submarines (Guérin et al. 2010). Due to recent
Chinese enterprises exporting metal from Tarawa
many local sites are being seriously damaged and
looted as source of income (Guérin et al. 2010).

(continued)
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Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati, Table 1 (continued)

Type Element Notes

Traditional and modern
architecture and
buildings

Living vernacular
architecture – rural setting

The majority of buildings on Kiribati, both rural
and urban, are “kia kia” houses with thatched roofs
and open sides, built from local material, the roofs
from pandanus leaf thatch (Fig. 7). Of both
traditional and nontraditional (wooden or concrete
walled) houses, the majority still have a thatched
roof. On the outer islands, almost all “habitable”
buildings are built in the “traditional” style, and
almost all cinder block buildings are quickly
abandoned. Unfortunately, many village dwellings
on the outer islands lie abandoned and dilapidated
because of the mass exodus to South Tarawa;
however, people retain their ancestral “outer
islands” land as potential areas of refuge to which
one can return from the capital. The move “back”
to the outer islands is specifically supported by the
policies of the new government.

City village – vernacular
architecture of “urban” capital
on South Tarawa

With regard to architecture, the only urban center
in Kiribati, South Tarawa, remains mostly
traditional and vernacular with rural character and
structure of the households and their surroundings.
The high population density caused by constant
in-migration pressures from outer islands is
achieved by the large household sizes and close
proximity of the huts to each other (Royle 1999).
The growing population of the capital island is
largely accommodated in moderately traditional
vernacular styles, but often using “new”
materials – mostly due to depletion of traditional
resources (Royle 1999). The “rural” character
(a majority of the population still participating in
traditional primary production) of the capital is
mostly connected with poverty and affordability of
“modern” materials.

Ceremonial buildings –
mwaneabas

Mwaneaba is a community meeting house for
villagers or any recognized group of people where
social or ceremonial occasions are held and public
affairs discussed (Geddes 1982). The public
mwaneaba are of similar design to the residential
huts, but on a larger scale and built to a set form:
they have a steeply pitched roof which comes quite
close to the ground and is supported on pillars. The
sides are open to allow the passage of air. The
flaring-out of the roof line at the gable is the most
characteristic feature of I-Kiribati architecture and
can be observed in both thatched pandanus leaves
and aluminum-roofed mwanaebas. The roofs of
these structures descend very low to provide
protection from rain and increase floor area as well
as, more significantly, to provide maximum shade
(Royle 1999).
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knowledge (e.g., Fig. 8) with oral history and
folklore tackled separately.

Compared to other island groups in the Pacific,
including the atolls of the Marshall Islands,
Kiribati is in urgent need of systematic survey,
site mapping, and systematic archaeological exca-
vation to better document the sequence of island
settlements, the impact on resources, and cultural
transformation over time. Radiocarbon dates are
few and far between, and in some cases, inade-
quately described, including problems associated
with dating charcoal of plant species that have not
been properly identified. At a regional scale, the
position of the Gilbert Islands Group at the cross-
roads of Micronesia and Polynesia could provide
the opportunities for finding additional evidence
for long-distance migrations and trade extending
to more distant islands and archipelagos, to com-
plement the atolls’ rich oral tradition of population
movements. The discovery of pre-European con-
tact human burials might also yield aDNA to
better understand genetic affiliations with other

Pacific populations, although aDNA and other
important biomarkers are not readily preserved
in tropical environments (Morley 2017).

Cultural Heritage Protection and
Tourism

Many cultural monuments and historical build-
ings are in disrepair, both on South Tarawa and
on the outer islands. Ad hoc conservation is inad-
equate and continuous management practices and
plans for the future with allocated resources need
to be developed. This is also extremely important
in light of the growing (although still very small-
scale) tourist industry.

As part of UN Small Island Developing States
(SIDS), a group of countries spread across the
Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans, as well as
the Caribbean and South China Seas and

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati, Fig. 4 Cultural Landscapes of Gilbert Islands. Top left: Giant swamp
taro pit on Abaiang; Bottom left: crossing on an outrigger from South to North Tarawa; Right: Fish trap on the ocean side
of Abaiang. (Photos: AM Kotarba-Morley)
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recognized as among the most vulnerable states in
the world, Kiribati is working with the United
Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals. Plenary
Panel on The Role of Culture in the Sustainable
Development of SIDS held in Mauritius empha-
sized the issues of: (i) cultural identity and diver-
sity; (ii) protection of tangible and intangible
heritage; (iii) incorporation of local languages
and traditional knowledge in formal education;
and (iv) the economic opportunities provided by
culture, in particular through cultural industries. It
also “expressed strong and enthusiastic support

for the recognition of culture as an indispensable
and all-pervading component of human living and
development. Mention was also made of ‘Culture’
as a fourth pillar of sustainable development”
(Ikhlef 2014). Upholding these values and
agendas, the consultation draft of the Kiribati
20-year Vision 2016–2036 (KV20 2016) states
that “the nexus between tourism and culture is
one of the priority areas for the KV20. It is in
this context, that Government will strive to safe-
guard, revive and promote tangible and intangible
cultural and historical heritages evident across the

Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage in
Kiribati, Fig. 5 Giant
clam aquaculture on North
Tarawa. (Photo: AM
Kotarba-Morley)

Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage in
Kiribati,
Fig. 6 Archaeological
finds from surface survey
on Abaiang. (Photo:
F Thomas)
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chants, music, dance and craft heritage sectors as
well as the significant remnants from World War
II” (KV20 2016: 44).

On a national scale, the local museum and
Cultural Centre (Te Umwanibong) has a regional
mission catering mostly to local primary and sec-
ondary schools, documenting the oral traditions of
the outer islands and forming a great foundation
for future development. Currently, considerable
effort is being expended promoting heritage to
outsiders; however, this has been taken over by,
in lieu of government funded initiatives, tourism
agencies such as Tobaraoi.

Future Directions

In terms of future directions, we argue that inter-
national conservation standards need to be
adapted to suit regional purposes using scientific
knowledge, for example, concerning climate
change-driven shore erosion and sea-level rise.
We strongly believe that the development of man-
agement plans and strategies should be under-
taken on-the-ground, in cooperation with
relevant stakeholders, and by local institutions,
rather than by fly-in fly-out consultants. This is
crucial, and while extremely challenging to
achieve, the top-down approach in designing,
championing, and implementing cultural and her-
itage sensitive agendas, policies and education
curricula is the first step in which the foundations
for capacity building and future bottom-up initia-
tives might best be achieved.

Archaeologists, historians, documentalists,
archivists, and cultural heritage professionals
often find it difficult to “compete” for funding,
permissions, and attention of governmental
employees, diplomats, and dignitaries with “real
life solutions” projects such as those preventing
diabetes, dealing with water resources manage-
ment or sustainable fisheries. Although it is
much easier to sell the benefits of such projects
to the general public, culture should be treated as
one of the key pillars of sustainable development

Archaeology and
Cultural Heritage in
Kiribati,
Fig. 7 Abandoned
vernacular household on
Abaiang. (Photo: AM
Kotarba-Morley)

Archaeology and Cultural Heritage in Kiribati,
Fig. 8 Traditional fish trap for catching eels. North
Tarawa. (Photo: AM Kotarba-Morley)
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and should be imbedded in the core of educational
curricula to expand public awareness of its impor-
tance. By becoming increasingly sensitive to her-
itage issues, engineering companies and NGOs
could work in unison with researchers to achieve
better opportunities for archaeological and heri-
tage data acquisition and sharing, especially in
such a vulnerable environment that might disap-
pear within our lifetime.

There is a startling lack of comprehensive her-
itage legislation across many countries in Remote
Oceania, especially those that do not follow
American models, with issues of land ownership
(land belongs to the clan and not to the country)
making it difficult to “formulate or implement
appropriate legislation for this purpose” (Thomas
and Teaero 2010). In 2017, Kiribati adopted “An
Act to regulate shipping, to update and modernise
law relating to shipping to give effect to certain
international maritime conventions and for related
purposes” called in short “Maritime Act,” 2017.
Although word heritage is not mentioned in the
document, the act has powers that could be used to
protect Underwater Cultural Heritage including
that of Wreck and Salvage Ordinance 1966 that
is a similar regime to that in the UK, such as
Receiver of Wrecks, Salvage, and Receiver of
Wreck fees.

Additionally, the Environmental Act of 1999
has objectives “to protect, conserve and promote
heritage” and Heritage is defined as including “a
place, feature, structure or object that has aes-
thetic, archaeological, historic, cultural, natural,
scientific or social significance or other special
value for the present community and for future
generations.” Section 20 on the Contents of envi-
ronmental impact statement prescribes that pro-
posed and existing developments shall: (t) include
a site survey report concerning National Heritage
items or traditional artifacts as specified by the
Minister acting in accordance with the advice
of the Cabinet (Environment Act 1999, §20).
Inclusion of heritage protection (including that
of cultural heritage) under Environmental Act
seems to follow the Australian federal model of
“Environment Protection and Biodiversity Con-
servation Act of 1999,” which also automatically
provides for World Heritage Properties. In a

similar vein, the Environment Act 1999 provides
for regulation of the Phoenix Island Protected
Area, which is the only WH site in the country.

Attempts have been made to incorporate spe-
cific issues of land ownership in the Pacific into
legislation (e.g., Spennemann 1992; Thomas and
Teaero 2010) but some archaeologists advocate
that it should be through education rather than
legislation that cultural heritage management
practices are changed (Williamson 2001; Thomas
and Teaero 2010). It is widely recognized that
capacity building and training are key, but this
can only be successful if interest is raised at an
early stage of education. Job security, status, and
pay are important considerations for young grad-
uates so training and funding should be directed at
selected individuals who are to be provided a
pathway towards respectable and secure jobs and
who would use the knowledge to promote further
cultural education in the future.

Cross-References

▶Atoll Archaeology in the Pacific
▶Central Pacific Islands: Sea-Level Change and
Sites

▶Lapita Archaeology in the Southwest Pacific
▶ Pacific Islands: Finding the Earliest Sites

Disclaimer Dr Thomas has been carrying out research on
Kiribati since 1990s whilst Dr Kotarba visited in 2018 with
Global Challenges funding but was unable to undertake
any field research.
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